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Aboriginal country groups and the 'community of native title holders'
The paper includes a selective history of anthropological ideas of Aboriginal local
organisations and discussion of conceptual matters, estates and estate sets, and
linguistic identities and territories.  Sutton writes in his conclusion ‘I have
suggested, partly for reasons of sheer Aboriginal cultural complexity, that no
single level of territorial grouping in Aboriginal Australia is overwhelmingly the
natural candidate for translation into the legal concept of the set of native title
holders. This has implications not only for how native title determination
applications are framed, but also how they are researched and, in the event of
litigation, what kinds of evidence are appropriate to the process of proof. In the
end, also, this complexity represents a serious challenge to the bureaucratic
incorporation process that accompanies recognition of native titles.’

Kinds of rights in country: recognising customary rights as incidents of
native title
This paper discusses the kinds of rights and interests in country which people
hold under Aboriginal traditions. Where different groups, or different kinds of
people, claim the same country or part of it under native title processes, and do
so on the basis of differently conceived and structured rights, great
complexities may arise.  The paper was written partly to provide guidance to
parties who seek to distinguish holders of significantly different kinds of rights
rather than to amalgamate all rights-holders into a single amorphous category.
Discussion includes degrees of connection versus kinds of rights, core and
contingent rights, use and access of country, individual and collective rights,
hunting, fishing, and gathering, and coexisting rights.


